
Day 1 
Nic liked nothing more than a Bike Tour on a biblically wet summer. In 2015 she did a 
massive one from Barmouth to Yarmouth with Vanessa Bridge. 
On the 2nd day of that ride not only did she cycle from Bala to Llangollen, she then decided 
to cycle over the infamous Horseshoe pass to join me for the night in Llandegella where I 
was working. 
Nic became ill in the summer of 2016 and for three months was wrongly diagnosed with 
pneumonia. She came up with the challenge of cycling from Barrow to Jarrow over a very 
hilly route, however, sadly Nic was diagnosed with stage 4 lung cancer on October 5th 2016. 
{It had nothing to do with smoking as she had never smoked in her life). She put up a hell of 
a fight but we sadly lost her a year to the date after her diagnosis on October 5th 2017. 
Myself and a group of her friends decided to do her ride in the beautiful summer of 2018. 
 

 
 
A lovely cycle path in Barrow, soon took us into some gorgeous countryside and even a bit 
of cycle cross. At this point I was glad I was riding Nics very heavy Dawes Galaxy. You hit a 
pot hole on this and the pot hole says Ow! 
A first café stop at Lake District motor museum was a great excuse for me to have a scone. 
We then set off alongside Windermere where I just couldn't get going, doubts entered my 
head as I had not done anything remotely like this, it wasn't hilly but I struggled.  

 
 
 
 
 

We set off on Friday 8th June after 

staying a night in a Spoons Hotel, 

something Nic would have approved 

of very much. Waved off by Nics 

mum and dad – the Salford Legends 

that are Ken and Denise 

There was 17 of us who had set off 

and we split into two groups for 

safety reasons and I was really glad 

when someone from our group had 

a puncture! It was hot and I was 

struggling 



We set off again and we were soon cycling past Windermere. Thankfully I got myself into a 
rhythm. We then came to what I was dreading - Kirkstone Pass. I'm a keen hillwalker who 
knows the area very well. 
I started up Kirkstone Pass and was worried about it. Thank you very much to Carol 
Armistead and Liz Hills for cajoling me up the hill. I then realised that the thought of a big 
hill is a lot worse than actually doing it. 
It was a lovely summer day and I enjoyed the rest of the hill. I then stopped for a very 
emotional picture.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There is a sign for a road called The Struggle at 

the top of Kirkstone Pass and last time I was 

there Nic took a picture of the bike I was riding 

by the sign. I took the same picture, had a cry as 

I remembered Nic saying “right I’m going and 

then back up The Stuggle.” “Eh” I said “why.” 

“Cause it’s there” and she came flying back up 

that hill 

I composed myself to get to the top 

where my cycling friends were 

waiting to give me a fantastic round 

of applause, a drink and a butty 



 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Day 2 
 
2nd day, a tough old day. The first 10 miles I found hard, my backside sore from the day 
before but legs were fine. 
 
 

 
What a joy coming down though not steep just gradually descending into beautiful 
countryside with fantastic scenery all around. Just amazing views breathtaking and I was 
in awe it was good to be alive. 
Lovely lunch stop and then the hill from hell. OMG hard, hard, hard. 

We zoomed down the pass, flying 

past the beautiful Patterdale, 

through Glenridding. It was such a 

nice day. I went to the front and 

shouted “follow me” and I showed 

my group a beautiful part of the 

lovely Ulswater 

I felt good; my legs were fine as we 

cycled the rest of the way to our first 

night stop in Pooley Bridge. A welcome 

pint and one of my cycling friends said 

“how far have you ridden in a day?” That 

far…I replied, over 51 miles. We had a 

fab night and were soon ready for day 2. 

We then hit the 1900ft climb to the 

top of Hartside. Bloody hell, my legs 

hurt but I went, went, went until I 

got to the top. Hard though and my 

legs were feeling it 



I struggled to the top of the hill and heard thunderstorms o er I think. 
Then a massive shower with rain bouncing off my helmet in the middle of nowhere. 
Dam! I thinks “this isn't good.” 
Then I just think I'm a North Walian it’s rain I'm used to this, I hear Vanessa in front of 
me shouting concerned “are you still there?” 
So I decided we need a song to drive this storm away and break into Where were you 
hiding when the storm broke and rain in the summertime by The Alarm, then a bit of 
heaven knows I'm miserable now by The Smiths and finished it off with Sit Down by 
James changing the lyrics to can’t sit down! 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The storm soon cleared and then it 

was great zooming along more 

beautiful scenery into the gorgeous 

St Johns Wood and one of the best 

meals ever at the Golden Lion 

Day 3 will be easier they said, all 

downhill to the coast so time for a 

few beers and some wine. I must 

admit I had a few! It had been 

another fantastic day with the end 

now in sight…… 



Day 3 
 
 

 
 
Before we set off a lot of the villagers came to see us off. I had by now become an 
excellent chugger and managed to get money off strangers for the three charities we 
were doing the ride for. 
Before we set off I had to compose myself as I had given all the girls on the ride one 
each of Nics cycling tops to wear for the last day, I also squeezed myself into one, there 
were tears running down my eyes and I hoped that my emotions where not going to get 
the better of me. 
Easy last day !!!!!!!!!!!!!  
Oh no this was hell the hardest day of the ride, very steep down into valleys and what 
goes down has to go bloody up . Again and again and again this went on and on and 
on. 
 

 
 

So, a few weeks before we set off, 

some bearded Welshman said “if I 

raise over £1000 I’ll do the last day 

in a pink tutu.” I did and the tutu 

was on 

Still, one thing..cycle safely. I 

advise to wear a pink tutu or 

a lovely Scottish blue one like 

big Steve Moncur did. Or 

lovely matching beads with 

lace gloves like Nigel paraded 



 
 

 
 
We found an old railway line that is now a cycle lane to take us into Jarrow on the last 
leg. 

 
 
I had promised myself this weekend would be a celebration of her life and her complete 
love of cycling, as I'm writing this I have just put Xmas Decorations up. Something I 
couldn't face last year and I found a cycling gear changing kit amongst a box of shiny 
baubles, Yep typical Nic I thought. 
Thank you to Christine and Adrian, and to Vanessa for helping me launch this. 
Thanks to Big Steve for helping with the organisation of this trip and to all of the 17 
cyclist plus our support on the trip. We had a blast. 
 
 

Before I knew it we were there – a 

beer was handed to me. Let’s get a 

group photo everyone was saying. “I 

need the loo”, I replied. I didn’t but I 

knew I was going. I went into the 

toilet and cried my eyes out 

Instead of the normal aggressive 

Sunday drivers we did have car horns 

sounding but with shouts of “hello 

gorgeous, give us a kiss” along with 

some wolf whistles  ‐ especially when 

we nearly got lost and road around a 

village several times. 

Soon we saw The Angel of the 

North and it was a bit sad to think 

our fantastic journey was nearly at 

an end. We posed for photos there 

a bit like cycling celebrities! 



 

  

 
This trip along with the training for our nearly 140 very hilly ride brought a total love of 
cycling from me. I bought a carbon bike which I now go up hills I wouldn't have 
managed a year ago,  
And one final twist; I’ve been type 2 diabetic for 20 years, I have always been a keen 
hillwalker but cycling has really overtaken this now. 
I’ve just had a blood test result back from my Doctor. My medication hasn't changed but 
my sugar level has plummeted that much that I'm really not diabetic now and he has 
told me to cut back on my medication. 
There is only one thing I’ve done differently. 
 
Cycling and lots and lots of Yorkshire hills!! 
 
Love and life. 
Andrew 
xxxx 

 

 

 
 
 

Look at the date of the Jarrow 

March – I honestly didn’t know it – 

5th October!! 



 
We raised over £3000 for Macmillan, Leeds Cancer and Sue Ryder Hospice. 
 
 
 

 

 


